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Turning Negatives to Positives
An education professor's self-concept test for pre
schoolers may help mark a path away from failure in life.
"If we fail at something and fail often enough, we
are going to stop trying. Children are no different. We
have to let them know where they can succeed, not
just where they fail. They should succeed more than they fail."
Dr. Rosestelle Woolner
By Laurie Finn

In these days of increasing em
phasis on academic achievement,
children are being expected to learn
more at a younger age. It is not
unusual to find 3- and 4-year-olds
reading and doing simple mathe
matics. But, early childhood deve
lopment experts are concerned
about thereaction of youngchildren
to these increased expectations.
"It puts a lot of pressure on the
children who can't keep up," said
Dr. Rosestelle Woolner, professor of
education at Memphis State. "If
they fail often enough, they'll quit
trying."
These additional pressures and
the effects on younger children led
Woolner to developthe Pre-School
Self-Concept Picture Test, used
to identify self-concept problems in
pre-school children.
The development of a positive or
negative self-imagebegins at a very
young age and is something which
can play a major role in later aca
demic success, according to
Woolner. Shesaid thatexperiencing
failures at this young age can lead
to development of a poor self-con
cept.
"At a very young age, children
with low self-concepts will learn to

avoid those things which they can
not do well," she said. This can set
up a chain of failure and avoidance
which can follow a child through
the school years and beyond.
Woolner's test is a collection of
pictures, two per page, which illu
strate several characteristics used
to measure self-concept, including
sharing, social behavior, power and
relationships with adults. For ex
ample, one page may present the
concepts "dirty" and "clean," with
one pictureshowing a child playing
in the mud, while the frame beside
it depicts a child washing the floor.
The child taking thetest is asked to
point to the picture which most
shows what heor sheis, then to the
picture which illustrates what he or
she wants to be.
The simplechoice of picturestells
a teacher or other early childhood
professional a great deal about a
particular child's self-image.Other
dimensions included in the test are
sharing, socialbehavior, power and
relationship with adults.
"The test measures how children
see themselves—their self-con
cepts. It tells us whether the child
sees himself or herself in one way,
but wants to be a different way,"
2

Woolner explained. "If the two are
in agreement, congruent, then the
child is said to have a positiveselfconcept. If they are not in agree
ment, incongruent, then there is a
problem somewhere."
The uniqueness of the test lies in
its simplicity. It is designed pri
marily for teachers, but is used by
social workers, psychologists,
nurses and others, and can be ad
ministered in 15 minutes. Until it
was developed, the only way to
measure a young child's self-con
cept was through complex testing
which required expert administra
tion and analysis. Pre-schoolers are
often excluded from standard selfconcept assessment tests because
of the difficulties inherent in work
ing with such young children and
their inability to read and write.
"This test is not designed to be a
sophisticated, diagnostic tool. It
merely indicates to the teacher, or
whomever, that there may be a
problem and allows theprofessional
to intervene early," said Woolner.
Test results can provide teachers
with the information they need to
help improve the child's self-con
cept. "Thistest ishelpful to teachers
because through it, the kids reveal

Dr. Rosestelle Woolner guides an eager pre-schooler through the self-concept picture test Woolner developed.
themselves and things aboutthem
selves which the teacher may then
try toimprove upon," Woolner said.
She stresses the importance of
such a test, especially in the early
years: "The first four to five years
of achild's life arethe mostimportant
in terms of development. Discover
ing what may now be small, seem
ingly insignificant problems, might
help prevent the development of
much deeper problems for the child
during the school years and into
adulthood."
While classroom testing may
seem to place a tremendous burden
on classroom teachers, Woolner as
sures that in a class of "normal"
children, usually only two or three
might have severe problems which
would have tobe handled. Working
to improvethe self-conceptsof even
a few children in each class could

improve their prospects forsuccess,
she said, stressing that developing
a positive self-esteem ismore useful
than simply working on specific
skills.
"Consider a child with a poor
self-concept and poor reading skills.
You can work with the child and
improve his reading, but his selfconcept remains poor," she said.
"Research has shown that improv
ing a child's self-concept will lead
to improvements in academic
achievement. If you work with the
child and his self-conceptimproves,
his readingskills willalso improve."
Woolner first developed the selfconcept test while working with
emotionally disturbed pre-schoolers
during asummer program atJohns
Hopkins University in the early
1960s.
She tested two classes, one com

posed of the children who were
disturbed and another of normal
children. Thedisturbed children did
not agree on how they saw them
selves in pictures and what they
wanted to be, but the so-called
"normal" children did. The test re
sults concurred with teacher eval
uations and psychological diag
noses, Woolner said.
The experiences of that summer
motivated Woolner to pursue doc
toral studies at the University of
Tennessee in order to learn more
about children's concepts of them
selves and to further develop her
test. She consulted psychologists
and child development experts
across the country when consider
ing which dimensions toinclude in
the test.
"One of the most difficult things
in developing the test was finding
continued on page 26
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A Dream's Dancing Vision
Natural talent, raw energy and a desire to help others propel
dancer Charles Waller over the hurdle of near-blindness.
By Laurie Finn

The road to success is a long one
for any dancer, but for Charles
Waller, a 20-year-old MemphisState
University sophomore, there are a
few more roadblocks.
Legally blind in oneeye, theresult
of a congenital abnormality, and
with no sight in the other due to an
injury, Waller uses his natural
talent, hard work and adaptability
to succeed in a sighted world.
Waller is driven by dreams, too—
of helping inner-city children and
of dancing on Broadway.
Born with a visual defect which
was expected to leave him blind by
the age of six, Waller spent his
early childhood in a small Mis
sissippi town where lifewas uncom
plicated and people werekind. Upon
his parents' separation, Waller, his
mother, brother and three sisters
moved to Memphis.Life in the "big
city" was not as kind or as uncom
plicated.
Life became especially tough
when, at age 14, he was hit in the
face by a football. What seemed to
be nothing more than a black eye
was actually quite serious:a retinal
detachment of the left eye. After
surgery, Waller was left to face the
world with marginal vision in one
eye and no sight in the other.
Life for a black child in theinner
city is difficult even without a
physical handicap. His activities
severely limited,Waller divided his
time between studying and watch
ing television.
"I was good in school. But those

!#
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Charles Waller: "Dancing is something you feel."
years after the accident were hard.
I didn't like school all that much,
but I didn't know what else I could
do," said Waller.
In the summer of 1983, he hap
pened to see a television program
that planted a seedin his mind, and
his outlook on life began to change.
"I saw the TV show 'Fame' and
decided dancing was what I wanted

to do," Waller said. "I saw kids on
TV who were about my age and
heard them talk about their dreams
and working to reach them. I
decided I could doit, too." He spent
the rest of thesummer working out
and practicing what he saw on
television, then enrolled in a begin
ning dance class at Carver High
School.

now is consistent training," she
said.
His impairment does not affect
his performance, but does come into
play duringdance classes."In class,
I have to stand in the front line to
see theinstructor. If I can't do that,
I watch the dancers beside me and
imitate them.If that doesn't work, I
fake it," he said.
Waller has learned tocompensate
so well that his handicap is not
immediately apparent to thecasual
observer. A tall, handsome young
man, he has shed eye glasses for a
single contact lens and looks di
rectly at people when hespeaks. He
is very articulate and flashes a
warm, engagingsmile duringa con
versation. The smile, indicative of
his love for what he does, appears
often during practice and perfor
mances.
"I smile a lot when I dance," he
said. "In fact, when I don't smile, I
don't do as well. I love to dance."
When he is dancing, on thestage
or alone in a practice room, he is in
a world wherehe isno longer blind.
"Dancing issomething you feel,"
said Waller. "When I first started, I
was just moving to the beat of the
music. Now, it's part of my soul.
When I'm feeling down, I'll go off
and dance and it makes me forget
everything and feel better."
Waller makes every attempt to
downplay his impairment, never
using it to cover up mistakes or to
elicit sympathy. "It makes me feel
like I'm cheating if I use my sight
Waller in action."When I first started, I was just moving to the beat of the as an excuse," he said.
music. Now, it's part of my soul."
Waller realizes that there is no
room for excuses on the Broadway
After graduation from high
His natural talent was soon ap
stage and his success as a profes
parent, and hewas moved up to the school, Waller came to Memphis
sional will depend a great deal upon
advanced class that same year. State. Withlittle formal instruction, his dedication and ability to adapt
quickly to new situations.
And, his enthusiasm about dancing Waller auditioned for and was
"If I'm going to be successful. . .
had a positive effect on his feelings accepted into the MSU DanceCom
pany. Sally Radell,former assistant
I've got to be a lot better and work
for school.
harder than anybody else," said
"I had wanted to quit school in professor and instructor in ballet
Waller.
the 10th grade, but didn't because and modern dance, recognized his
of my dancing. Before then, I had abilities from the start.
The dance instructors at MSU
"Charles has a great (leal of raw agree that Waller has a lot of
always felt that I was going to
school because I had to. With dance, talent; that was very obvious when potential and that his impairment
I couldn't wait to get there," he I first saw him dance. He isa great should not be a hindrance to his
,
said.
natural mover and what he needs success.
n„
continued on page 26
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Hands Across die World
MSU forges international links in a unique exchange
program with its "sister" in China: Wuhan's
I Iuazhong Normal University.
By Gary Garth

Often viewed as a mysterious
place, China is a land of contrast:a
region where ancient customs and
modern technology combine toforge
the future.
American views of this immense
country and its 1.1 billion inhabi
tants have always been shadowy,
and when the curtain of isolation
fell in1949, our perception of China
became even more clouded.
But during the current academic
year, Gordon Osing, associate pro
fessor of English at MSU,is getting
an intimate look at this intriguing
place.
Osing and his Chinese counter
parts—Zing Quing-Qiang, Gong
Zhengming, Feng Dang, DengBing
and Li Lien — are spearheadingan
academic exchange program that
literally reaches halfway around
the world. By linking with
Huazhong Normal University in
Wuhan, amuncipality of more than
4,250,000 people located 580 miles
west of Shanghai, MSUis breaking
new ground in its international
academics by opening a studentfaculty educational exchange pro
gram with the People's Republicof
China.
Dr. Jerry Boone, MSU professor
of psychology and former vice pre
sident of academic affairs, is in
volved inthe exchangein adifferent
role. He was invitedto Huazhongto
lecture to Chinese administrators
on theories, the general structure,
and the future development of
higher education in America. Dur
ing his month-long stay, he ad
dressed administrators from var
ious universities in six provinces in
central China. Boone, who has
served as acting MSU president
and chairman of the department of
psychology, had an opportunity to
visit different colleges outside
Wuhan and meet with the National
Commission on Education.
In addition to lecturing, Boone's
mission was twofold. "I was learn
ing of the structure of colleges and
universities in China," he explain
ed. "For me, it was a combination
of going to teach and going to

learn."
This isHuazhong's firstexchange
agreement of this kind with a U.S.
university. Osing,who has traveled
in Europe but is making his first
trip to Asia, is excited at being one
of the participants in the year-long
exchange.
"It's a tremendous opportunity,"
said the 49-year-old, straight-talk
ing professor. "Certainly, I want to
add substantially to their American
studies program and to their Ameri
can culturesstudies curriculum,but
think of how little we know about
the country. It's a chance tolive in
China for a year. A chance to com
municate, todiscuss culturalvalues
and human values of two entirely
different civilizations."
Osing has a wealth of literary
experience to share with the Chi
nese. He recently authored two
books, From the Boundry Waters,
which won the1982 Walter R. Smith
Distinguished Book Award, and
Downtown River, a satire of cur
rent cultures, published in 1985.
The 13-year MSU faculty member
also founded the River City Con
temporary Writers Series and has
served asseries directorfor 10 years.
Osing says that to explore China
—the culture, the people and the
land—will be like experiencing
another world. "It's a chance to
travel elaboratelyin acountry that,
for all my life, has been on theother
side of the world. All this while
maintaining fullacademic benefits;
it was too good an opportunity to
pass up."
Faculty members participating
in the exchangecontinue to receive
their university salaries from their
home schools and are supported by
their university-in-residence.
The academic attributes of the
trip, towork first-hand with Chinese
students, living and functioning in
their educational and social envi
ronment, are attractive. But the
opportunity to travel, see and ex
plore romantic-sounding places like
Shanghai, and Beijing—places that
to most Americans are only names
from thenews—is what drew Osing.
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"I make no bones about it," he
said. "Iwant to travel and to exper
ience the culture and be with the
people: tohave thewhole experience
of China."
When in front of the classroom,
the professor will be teaching upper
division 20th century American lit
erature in the American studies
program. Huazhong operates on a
semester system, and Osing will be
instructing three classes per term.
When away from his teaching
duties, the visiting professor can
retire to his on-campus apartment
—which is equipped with the rare
luxuries of heat and air condition
ing—or he can take to his bicycle,
the main mode of transportationin
Wuhan, and explore the area's an
cient and modern landmarks.
It all sounds very romantic and
adventurous andshould prove to be
a fulfilling experience. But Osing
is not without reservations. "In a
certain dimension, I do worry about
some things," he admitted. "Inocu
lations are a must. And I suppose
when you enter somebody else's
culture, you're going to see a lot of
things differently and you must
learn to withdraw, as much as pos
sible, the prejudices of your own
culture if you want to understand
theirs. You might spend a whole
day doing the simplest things, like
getting usable water. I'm looking
forward to that, but it is going to be
different from how I live here."
Osing and Boone got their chance
to plant the seeds of international
academics, thanks to a renewable
three-year agreement signed by
MSU president Dr. Thomas
Carpenter and Huazhong Normal
School president Professor Zhang
Kaiyuan in 1985. Although seven
persons are involved in this firstyear exchange, the program may
include up to12 partners annually:
two faculty members and four grad
uate studentsfrom each university.
During the opening year of the
pact, Osing will be MSU's single
yearlong representative in China
while five Chinese graduate stu
dents—including one who will be
continued on page 26

Earthwatcher:
Dr. Arch C. Johnston
When the earth speaks, this recipient of the MSU
Distinguished Research Award listens.
By Jeff Glasgow

He is, by his own admission, a
"workaholic."
Co-workers say he regularly ar
rives early in the morning, often
skips lunch, and stays long after
his staff is gone. This description
might well fit a busy executive, a
high-roller of business closely fol
lowing trendsin the financial world.
Yet, it describes a different kind
of man, a man of science, Dr. Arch
C. Johnston, one of two recipients
of the 1986 MSU Distinguished
Research Award. Johnston is the
director of the Tennessee Earth
quake Information Center and an
associate professor in the depart
ment of geological sciences.
No strangerto researchaccolades,
having won the Superior Perfor
mance in University Research
award in both 1984 and 1985,
Johnston has again come to the
forefront in University research by
winning the Distinguished
Research Award, thehighest honor
in recognition of research awarded
to a faculty member at Memphis
State University.
Johnston cameto MemphisState
from the University of Colorado at
Boulder, where in 1979 he earned
his doctorate in geophysics. Before
his graduate work at theUniversity
of Colorado, Johnston served as a
pilot in the Air Force, attaining the
rank of captain. During his fiveyear stint as a military transport
pilot, Johnston first became inter
ested in the geological sciences. "I

had an opportunity to fly all over
the world, andon my flights I often
flew over remote andrugged terrain,
such asthe Andes Mountains. Since
there was little else to do, I would
often gaze down at the passing
landscape below. I was fascinated
by the contour of the earth and the
forces that made it appear as it
does. I guess my fascination with
what I saw on those trips led me to
pursue my studies in geophysics
later in my career."
Since his days as an Air Force
pilot, Johnston has turnedhis ama
teur fascination with the earth's
surface intoa full-timecareer. He is
now a highly respected authority
on seismology and one of the most
active researchers in the field of
earthquake prediction. In addition
to his work as director of the Ten
nessee Earthquake Information
Center (TEIC), Johnston has pub
lished dozens of articles and ab
stracts on seismology in such im
portant scholarly journals as the
Journal of Geophysical Research,
Nature, and Scientific American,
and is an active member of such
professional organizations as
American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science, and the Seismological Society of America.
Johnston has presented papers at
professional meetings around the
world. He also serves as a consul
tant to research efforts in both the
public and private sectors, sharing
his knowledge with colleagues na

tionwide.
Although his interests in geo
physics are varied, Johnston's re
search efforts have centered on
three areasin seismicstudies: intraplate seismology, earthquake pre
diction, and earthquake engineer
ing.
The first of these, intraplate seis
mology, is the study of seismic
activity within "crustal plates,"
which make up the exterior of the
earth's surface. Johnston is parti
cularly interested in intraplate
seismic activity because this is the
type of activity that characterizes
the Memphis area, which islocated
in the southern portion of what
seismologists call the New Madrid
Fault zone.
Unlike earthquake activity that
occurs along "plate boundaries,"
such as the San Andreas Fault in
California, seismic activity in in
traplate or mid-plate regions does
not generallyoccur nearthe surface
of the earth and is not nearly as
predictable in occurrence and
strength. Very littleis known about
intraplate seismic activity, and
Johnston's research efforts in this
area have greatly broadened the
body of knowledge collected on the
topic. In fact, one of Johnston's
greatest accomplishments as a sci
entist ishis 1982article in Scientific
American, "A Major Earthquake
Zone in the Mississippi," which is
considered by many seismologists
to be the definitive study on mid-

Dr. Arch Johnston: Long flights over the Andes Mountains led to a closer look at the frontier underneath.
plate seismic zones to date.
Johnston's researchefforts in the
field of intraplate seismology have
led him toward new knowledge in
another area of personal interest:
earthquake prediction, which is a
subject that has fascinated him
since his days in graduate school.
Johnston was assigned as a grad
uate assistant to a seismologist,
and because of his work in this
area, Johnston did his dissertation
work on earthquake prediction.

To his great disappointment, not
much progress has been made in
accurately predicting earthquakes.
"Ten years ago, I was a graduate
assistant convinced that we could
predict earthquakes. Since then,
unfortunately, we have made only
marginal progress because of the
many factorsinvolved, such as how
frequently they occur andwhat their
strength will be."Although predict
ing earthquakes is still very diffi
cult, Johnston said hebelieves that

one of the best ways to predict
earthquake activity is to be aware
of earthquake activity paterns, or
what geophysicists call "seismicity."
Thus, Johnston surveys data col
lected from prior and current re
search at TEIC to study precursors
of earthquake activity so that, if
possible, he and his staff will be
able toknow what to look for before
earthquakes occur.
Another research interest of
continued on page 27
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Of Insects and Forensics
Entomologist Dr. Omar Smith uses his insect
expertise to provide crime scene detectives with grim particulars.
By Laurie Finn

Flashing lights and wailing si
rens in the middle of the night are
familiar sights and sounds to Dr.
Omar E. "Doc"Smith, professor of
biology at Memphis State.
As the forensic entomologist for
the State of Tennessee, it is not
uncommon for Smith to be roused
from his sleep or interrupted while
teaching his classes and whisked
off to the scene of a crime, most
often a homicide, rape or combina
tion of the two. At the site, he uses
his vast knowledge of insects to aid
authorities in the establishing cer
tain characteristics of the crime.
Forensic entomology,pinpointing
the time of death based on the
larvae infestation of a corpse, is
one of the "new kids on the block"
in forensic medicine, defined as the
application of medical knowledge
to law.
Better known tomost Mid-South
erners for his fishing tips and bug
consulting, Smith is one of just a
few entomologists who bring their
insect expertise to the crime scene
and into the courtroom, where itis
now accepted as concrete evidence
in criminal cases.
Determining the age of samples
of insect larvae found on a body at
the crime scene, the forensic ento
mologist is able to arrive at an
estimated time of death, according
to Smith, anationally known expert
on insects.
"When an animal cools off, a fly
will find that body and lay eggs
immediately, regardlessof location,
time of day, or weather," Smith

said. "Myiasis," also known as
"maggot infestation," is a term
which refers to the presence of lar
vae of the Diptera (fly) family in
the tissue and organs of a human
body. Smithcollects samplesof the

larvae from the sites of wounds
and other body openings, where
eggs are usually laid,and analyzes
them in his laboratory.
Larvae representthe second stage
in the metamorphosis of afly, from

continued on page 29

Dr. Omar Smith: Collector of butterflies, bugs and entomological evidence.
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Bonnie Beaver:"Iseek ideal order."

Dick Knowles: He shuns "McPaintings.

These Three
Visions pleasant and violent, motion, emotion and
flights of fancy characterize the diversity of three
MSU artists judged as among the 10 best in the state.
By Laurie Finn
Three art professors at Memphis
State have been included among
the ten best artists in Tennessee.
Works by professors Larry
Edwards and Dick Knowles and by
associate professor Bonnie Beaver
were selectedin a juried competition
sponsored by the Dulin Gallery in
Knoxville as part of Tennessee's
"Homecoming '86" celebration.

Funding for the traveling show
was provided by the National En
dowment for the Arts and First
Tennessee Bank.
The difference in style is readily
apparent among the three MSU
artists. Edwards creates oil paint
ings depicting the dark side of life
and evoking powerful emotions,
Knowles presents the images of
12

figures in water and Beaver ex
plores the interrelationship of na
ture and man.
Often described as "painting and
evening news," Larry Edwards'
works are vivid portrayals of our
society, which he perceives to be
violent and inhumane. Hissubjects
have included child molestation,
wife abuse and riots.

A painter of beautiful, serene
landscapes for 28 years, Edwards
went through adrastic transforma
tion of style in 1982.
"An angerand intensityof feeling
about life boiled over in me. It
seemed . . . that the 20th century
as well as my life had developed
into something resembling the his
torical 'dark ages.'I felt I could not
ignore this and my paintings . . .
began to reflect this awareness,"
said Edwards.
He was unable to indulge in the
escapism from which the peaceful
landscapes emanated.
"I had always created a world in
which I had control; a perfect
place," he said. The bubble began
to burstat aboutthe same timethat
his frustrationas an administrator
was mounting.
Edwards had come to MSU in
1978 aschairman of theart depart
ment and his return to teachingin
1982, was coincidental with the
change in his painting style.
"While I was chairman of the
department, I began to feel very
frustrated both in my daily lifeand
as anartist. Forover a year, Icould
no longer paint those(landscapes).
After tremendous difficulty and ex

perimentation style, these new
ideas started spewing out of me,"
Edwards said. "They are very in
tense. Theyshow the way I feel and
have always felt about the world."
He doesnot seehis artas negative
in nature, rather asa recognition of
reality. "With my art, I'm saying,
'This is the way itis.' I paint things
we're afraid of - violence, insanity
-and it's difficultto dealwith because
it isnot man's nature tosee himself
as he really is," said Edwards.
Edwards' physical appearance
and manner of speaking belies his
painting style.Slightly rotund and
balding, he comes across as a jolly
sort of person, with a ready smile
and easy laugh, not the serious,
intense person one might expect as
the sourceof such gruesome themes.
After somany years, Edwards says
he is able to play whatever role
suits the occasion.
Although his paintings dealwith
prominent social themes,Edwards
is not out to change the world with
his work.
"A child molester or wife-beater
is probably not going to see my

work, much less even go into a
gallery. I paint thedifficult subjects
because it'simportant for people to
consider these things," he said.
In addition to being accepted to
the "Ten in Tennessee" exhibit at
the Dulin Gallery, Edwards' paint
ings have been well received by
New York City galleries, including
the Allan Frumkin Gallery, the
Alternative Museum and the Alia
Stone Gallery.
His work recently received notice
in an exhibition at the MSU Uni
versity Gallery. His painting
"Knife, Gun, Club" won a special
jurors' prizein the Second Biennial
Art South Show.
Dick Knowles also believes his
paintings reflect his perceptions of
the world, but he doesn't create
images which mirror current issues
in society.
Knowles takes an intellectualap
proach to his work, relating the
knowledge he has gained through
reading and travelingto his paint
ings.
"Painting is fascinating and fun
to diveinto. Itis intellectuallystimcontinued on page 30
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Miss America:
MSLPs Own Kellye Cash
A pageant novice wins the "big one" and returns a
title to MSU.
By Henry Bailey

Imagine enteringyour first beauty
pageant in your life, coming in
third, and then, less than six
months later, winning the Miss
America crown.
Yet, MSU student Kellye Cash
was crownedthe 1987Miss America,
proving thatdreams and fairy tales
do come true.
The great-nieceof country-western
singer Johnny Cash beat the odds
and won the Miss America crown
in only her fourth beauty pageant.
Cash began her trek to the top
last March when she competed in
her first pageant, the Miss Memphis
State pageant, andwas chosen first
alternate.
A determined Cash then entered
and won the 1986 Miss MilanCrown
and Scepter pageant which gave
her an automatic berth in the Miss
Tennessee pageant.
In late June, the 1986 Miss Ten
nessee pageant was held in Cash's
hometown, Jackson.
Cash gave a strong piano and
vocal performance of "Misty" in
the talent competition and wore a
green, sequined gown bought for
her by hergreat-uncle Johnny Cash
in the evening gown competition
on her way toward being crowned
the 1986 Miss Tennessee.
Cash traveled to Atlantic City in
early September to compete in the
Miss America pageant.
During the preliminary compe
titions, Cash won the talent com
petition singing her rendition of

the Vikki Carr song,"I'll Be Home."
In the preliminary swimsuit com
petition, Cash finished in a firstplace tie.
Before a live, national television
audience on Saturday night, Sept.
13, Cash was crowned the 1987
Miss America.
During her first week as Miss
America, Cash made thetraditional
talkshow tour, beginning with
ABC's "Good Morning, America"
and NBC's "Today Show" the
second day she wore the crown.
Two days later, Cash made an
appearance on "Late Night with
David Letterman."
"About every other day I have
appearances to make," Cash said.
"It's like a job."
Cash became only the second
Tennessean to win the pageant.
Memphian Barbara Walker was
crowned Miss Americain 1947, also
while attending Memphis State.
Another strangetwist tothis beauty
pageant fairy tale is that Walker's
physician husband, Dr. John V.
Hummel, delivered Cash.
The fact that she was a relative
pageant novice did not dissuade
her at any stage, she said.
"My family and friends encour
aged me to be myself, because no
one else can beme," shesaid. "And
I have a beautiful Savior, to whom I
can always turn.
"This isn't something you cando
alone. You just don't go out and
become Miss America. I owe so
14

much to MSU, to the Student Activi
ties Council, to the Pikes."
As a student Kellye served with
SAC; Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
was her sponsor inher first pageant
bid.
She said she was especially grate
ful to MSU for providing her and
many other women career oppor
tunities through pageant activities.
The communications major's own
career goalis to appearas atelevised
talk show host.
"I believe in MSU, and I will be
back," Kellye said. "It's a fantastic
university with fantastic students,
fantastic sports and a fantastic
faculty."
Her travel experiences, which
began as the daughter of a career
Navy officer, are certainly adding
up as she makes appearances
around thecountry. In mid-October,
she returned to Memphis State for
presentations and a reception in
her honor and to see friends and
family in Jackson, all part of a
Tennessee "Homecoming" the
University and the community will
not forget.
One of Cash's most pleasant
duties while in Jackson was the
official crowning of her successor
as Miss Tennessee, Kris Beasley,
20, at the Civic Center.
Where does the new Miss Ten
nessee attend college? Oh yes,
Memphis State University, where
she is majoring in pre-med.

"Eye of the Tiger" on Kellye: MSU
President Dr. Thomas Carpenter
presents Kellye Cash,Miss America
1987, witha specially designed gold
and Tiger eye pendant commission
ed by Greater Memphis State, Inc.

Just crowning around.
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A Kellye Cash Profile
AGE

21

DATE OF BIRTH

Feb. 2, 1965

EDUCATION

High School - Poway High School -1983
College - Memphis State University - Junior (communication/public rela
tions)
Special Training - Classical piano - 10 years (three years with Florence
Stephensen of San Diego); voice - 10 years; drama - two years; jazz dance
-two years; ballet, tap and hula

SCHOLASTIC
AMBITION
TALENT

Piano and vocal performance

HOBBIES

Singing, creative writing, sewing and playing the piano

SPORTS

Swimming, jogging and aerobics

SCHOLASTIC
HONORS

OTHER
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

At the pageant.
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High School - Dean's List Scholar; Top 10 percent of Senior Class; Most
Talented; Outstanding Contributions to Music and Drama; Outstanding
Christian High School Student of America; First Place Speech and Debate
Team - Dramatic Reading
College - Dean's List; President -Memphis State Fashion Board; Student
Activities Council Executive Board
Pi Kappa AlphaLittle Sister;competed and placedin piano festivals of San
Diego State University; she and her mother toured Southern California in
concert; has had lead and supporting roles in high school musicals and
plays; church youth leader

EMPLOYMENT

She has worked as a free-lance model, modeling instructor, Saturday Night
D.J.; church pianist, piano teacher(specializing in young children)and has
done commercial work.

FAMILY

Father is a fighter pilot with the U.S. Navy with the rankof captain; mother
is a homemaker/lecturer-conferencespeaker. She has a brother, Carey, 16.

OTHER FACTS

Johnny Cash is her great-uncle and her father wrote the hit "I Still Miss
Someone" for him. Her father is the captain of the USS El Paso and was
unable to attend the Miss America Pageant because he was involved in a
strategic NATO exercise in the North Atlantic and Baltic Sea. Kellye has
survived 13 moves in eight states and four countries. She has been a
volunteer worker at St. Jude's Hospital of Memphis.

FUTURE AMBITION

After obtaining her master's degree, she plans to combine her communica
tion skills with her musical ability to become a talk show host.

LOCAL PAGEANT
SPONSOR

Miss Milan Crown and Scepter Pageant

STATE PAGEANT
SPONSOR

Miss Tennessee Pageant, Inc., Jackson

Memphis Mayor Dick Hackett
meets Kellye and gives her a key to
the city."We ask you to wear it with
pride—as much pride as we havein
you."
Kellye and President Carpenter
relax prior to Kellye'sofficial "home
coming" beforea boisterous Univer
sity Center Ballroom crowd.

To obtain a bachelor of arts degree in communications and a master of arts
degree in public relations with special training in the performing arts.
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Getting the Message Through
How do hearing-impaired persons understand speech? An MSU researcher
hopes his answers will help others design devices and techniques to
bridge the communication chasm.
By Ed Webb

Hearing loss is one of the most
common disorders suffered by
Americans, affecting nearly 40 per
cent of the elderly population, ac
cording to Dr. Gerald Studebaker.
"Modern society exposes allof us
to a great deal of noise and other
sounds which affect the hearing
mechanism and lead to a deteriora
tion of the hearingover time," said
the professor of audiology in MSU's
department of audiology andspeech
pathology.
Deafness is an extreme form of
hearing impairment and is func
tionally defined by the inability to
hear and understand speech. The
vast majority of persons with hear
ing problems are not deaf, but have
varying degrees of difficulty in un
derstanding speech. This group is
often called hard of hearing.
The prevalenceof hearingimpair
ment ishigher in older persons and
in males.Prevalence risesgradually
with age and increasessteeply over
the age of 60 years. One in 1,000
newborns has a congenitalhearing
impairment.
Some hearing problems are due
to genetic factors and others are
caused by infectious diseases, ex
cessive noise or ototoxic drugs. The
impact of hearing lossvaries greatly
according to the ageof onset. If the
hearing impairment appears at a
very young age, asignificant handi
cap results. Normal speech is diffi
cult toattain and special instruction
is usually required.There are more
than 60,000 children enrolled in
programs for thehearing impaired

in the U.S.
Studebaker has been involved in
an ongoing search for answers to
the problem for much of the last 12
years. During that time, the focus
of his research has shifted, but his
goal has remained thesame—mak
ing the world a little more pleasant
for people with hearing disabilities.
At first, he worked to develop
schemes of matching theright hear
ing aid to the right person.Today,
although his work is still related to
his original project, he has broad
ened his effort toward discovering
how hearing impaired persons per
ceive and understand speech.Gain
ing thatinformation will help others
in the field design devices or train
ing techniques to help the hearing
impaired understand speech better.
"Most people have been around
an elderly person at some point
who has complained of being able
to hear,but not understandingwhat
was being said," Studebaker said.
"That's the kind of topic we'revery
much interested in. What is it that
makes some people unableto under
stand even though they say they
can hear," he said. "We hope to
gain an understanding of the mech
anisms that underlie hearing dis
abilities."
Studebaker's research is funded
by a grantfrom the National Insti
tutes of Health. Theamount of the
grant hasaveraged nearly$140,000
a year for the last 12 years.
The grant was made even more
attractive in 1983when Studebaker
and ahandful of researchers around
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the country were selected to receive
the Jacob K. Javits Neuroscience
Investigator Award. The award,
which was established by Congress
to relieve the burden of grant reapplications from established
researchers, isnamed forthe former
U.S. senator from New York who
was stricken by a neurological dis
order.
Currently in the middle of the
seven-year period of the award,
Studebaker recentlycompleted two
studies onspeech perception in nor
mal hearing people. By laying this
early groundwork, Studebaker will
establish a frame of reference for
later comparison of speech percep
tion among the hearing impaired.
One aspect of his research is the
relative importanceof the different
parts of the auditory spectrum to
the intelligibility of speech. The
auditory spectrum is the range of
frequencies fromlow pitches to high
pitches thatinclude speech.Certain
frequencies making up the speech
signal aremore importantto speech
perception than others, according
to Studebaker.
"Hearing-impaired subjects
almost always have morefrequency
loss insome regionsthan inothers,"
he said. "This is particularly true
among older persons. Once we've
pinned down the importanceof the
different frequency regions, we can
use this information to better eval
uate and deal with perceptual pro
blems."
Studebaker and his associates
are alsolooking atwhether a person

showing hearing loss in a high
frequency region, but not in a low
frequency region, experiences nor
mal function in the low frequency
region or is that region also im
paired in some way.
The results from Studebaker's
work will have immediate applica
tion as the digitial or computerized
hearing aid becomes a reality. Ap
proximately 600,000 hearing aids
are soldeach year, and estimates of
the number of hearing aid users
vary between 1.5 and 2.8 million.
"We recently came through a
period of great change in how hear
ing aids are selected in labs
throughout theworld," hesaid. "We
were involved in that change
through our early work. Hearing
aid selection is donevery differently
today than it was just 10 years
ago."
Although no purely digital hear
ing aidis onthe market,they should
be available commercially within
the next five years, Studebakersays.
Digital hearing aids work like a
computer in that theyconvert sound
into a series of numbers, perform
operations on those numbers and
then convert those numbers back
into a usable signal. The amazing
aspect of such devices, according to
Studebaker, is that they are small
enough to hang on someone's ear.
The crucialfactor isdetermining
how the signal should be altered to

correct the hearing impairment of
each individual."The realquestion
is what should we do with the sig
nal? To know what to do, we need
to know how the impaired ear func
tions so we can manipulate the
signal in useful ways," Studebaker
said.
The digital hearing aidcan more
effectively alter the frequencies of
speech and thereby more precisely
compensate for a particular hearing
impairment, filter out lowfrequency
noise, cancel noise in all parts of
the auditoryspectrum and amplify
or emphasizecertain speechsounds
that are giving a person trouble,
thereby improving that person's
hearing.
"We arealso evaluating digitized
speech to determineits quality and
intelligibility at various levels of
noise and reverberation," he said.
"Digitization introduces its own
unique kinds of distortion into the
speech signal, so we're going to
vary the way in which the signal is
digitized in order to determine how
much distortion is acceptable."
The stridesbeing made byStude
baker and his colleaguesmay come
even faster with the recent designa
tion of thedepartment of audiology
and speech pathology as one of
MSU's Centersof Excellence.Called
the Center for Research and In
novative Services forthe Communi
catively Impaired (CRISCI), the de

signation brought much more than
simply a new name to the depart
ment.
Before 1980 the department pos
sessed no computers to aid the pro
fessors intheir researchor diagnosis
and treatment of the hearing im
paired. Today, there are approxi
mately 50 computers of various
sizes, and a $300,000 expansion of
laboratory spaceis nearingcomple
tion.
The computers result in monu
mental time savings in test signal
presentation anddata analysis,and
perform these tests virtually errorfree, Studebaker says. Thecomput
ers also provide the basis for the
research on the effects of digitiza
tion onspeech perception byserving
as a model of the digital hearing
aid.
The Centerof Excellence designa
tion has also helpedthe department
attract a large number of highquality graduate students from
across the nation. The center has
also receiveda great deal ofincreas
ed visibility within the profession.
If Studebaker succeeds in finding
that "something of fundamental
value" for which he is searching,
the benefits will advance the fron
tiers of learning within his field
and help thousands of people with
hearing impairments.

CRISCI:
Center for 'Sound' Research
Smoothing out stuttering patterns, improving
implants to restore hearing loss - these projects top
a lengthy list of goings-on at the Center for Research
and Innovative Services for the Communicatively Impaired.
By Ed Webb

Dr. Walt Manning: Diagnostic services are getting a boost.
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Memphis State's Speech and
Hearing Center is receiving a
$300,000 face-lift that will allowthe
center to provide diagnosticservices
to speech- andhearing-impaired in
dividuals throughout the MidSouth.
The service will be provided as
part of the center's role as one of
MSU's designatedCenters of Excel
lence. Called the Center for
Research and Innovative Services
for the Communicatively Impaired
(CRISCI), the facility plans to deve
lop the capability for analyzing
tape recordings of area individuals
with speech, voice and language
problems.
Speech-language pathologists at
Mid-South schools, hospitals and
clinics will - following protocols
developed at the center - record the
speech of a person witha communi
cation disorder, and send the re
cording to the center's laboratories
where it will be analyzed. A diag
nostic report will then be sent back
to thespeech-language pathologist.
Although a pathologist can tell
something is wrong by listening to
and evaluating a person's speech,
the hardware, software, and exper
tise provided by the Speech and
Hearing Center willgreatly expand
the pathologist's analytical capa
bilities, according to Dr. Walt
Manning, a professorin thedepart
ment of audiology and speech path
ology.
"More accurate identification of
the problem allows the pathologist
to refine diagnostic, treatment and
dismissal decisions to better meet
the needsof thespecific individual,"
Manning said.
The new addition, which will be
completed in approximately two
months, will alsohouse a histology
and anatomy lab, an interactive
videodisc lab, a loungefor graduate
students and a computerized lan
guage analysis lab. Each of the
laboratories will be capable of pro
viding analysis of speech and lan
guage samples.
Although much of Manning's
time now is consumed with pur

chasing equipment and preparing
to set up the acoustics lab, he still
finds time for a variety of research
projects within his area of special
ization. Much of the work he is
doing will serve as pilot projects for
more extensive research when the
new labs are fully operational.
One area in whichhe is involved
is theidentification and analysis of
stuttering.
"Speech is very complex, and dur
ing thatearly period when children
are trying to master speech and
language, it is quite common for
them toexperience fluencybreaks,"
Manning said. "For most people,
these breaks in their speech are not
a problem.
"However, a few people develop a
life-style of stuttering," he said.
"For example, they avoid words,
substitute words, avoid raisingtheir
hand in class or order something
other than what they want from
the menu."
For an adult stutterer, the prob
lem can be even more difficult to
cure. "With an adult, you end up
treating not only speech, but a way
of making choices and considering
options, and that can take a long
time to change," he said.
Relapse is also a big problem for
clinicians tryingto treatstuttering.
"It's not too tough to take a person
who isstuttering severely and make
him fluent," Manning says. "The
real problem is teaching him to be
his own clinician, so that when he
encounters a stressful speaking sit
uation and experiences some fail
ures, he can treat himself."
To help alleviate this problem,
Manning and his associates have
developed scales designed toassess
the characteristics associated with
stuttering relapseand to determine
which patients are most likely to
experience a relapse. In addition,
studies are planned which will pro
vide acoustical information to help
speech-language pathologists de
termine who should be retained in
treatment and who should be dis
missed.
"In the new acoustics lab, we will

be able to examine the speech char
acteristics of stutterers before and
after treatment. Then, we can com
pare their speech with that of nonstutterers," he said. "Often, their
fluency breaks are so subtle after
treatment that the ear can't pick
them up. With our new equipment,
we will beable todetect manyof the
subtle but important changes in
their speech."
Another area of great interest to
Manning and his associates is the
increasing useof cochlearimplants.
The implant involves inserting
electrodes into the cochlea (a part
of the inner ear) of a patient with
hearing loss so severe that hearing
aids simply can't help. Sounds are
picked up by a tiny microphoneand
transformed into digital signals
similar tothose used by a computer.
This signal is then fed into the
cochlea, producing a form of artifi
cial hearing.
The first multichannel implant
performed on an adolescent was
done at the Shea Clinic in Germantown earlier this year.
Although other research has fo
cused on such issuesas determining
the bestcandidates forthe surgery,
the MSU effort is being concen
trated on learning how the implant
affects the intelligibility of the pa
tient's speech production.
"We're looking at what various
implants can do tohelp thepatients
communicate with others and
whether they will eventually be
come normal speakers," he said.
"The early, and still tentative, re
sults indicate that across several
acoustic parameters, their speech
is beginning to become more like
normal speech."
Manning is excited about the
research going on at the center,and
with its Center of Excellence desig
nation, he foresees a tremendous
potential for helping people with
communication disorders.
Although obtaining support for
research projects was often a prob
lem at the other places he has
worked, he sees great opportunity
at the CRISCI.

Health Links
Attitudes, behavior, economics and
a host of other factors enter into
the health care connection,
say MSU researchers.
By Cyndi P. Richardson

Since its inception in 1984, the
Center for Health ServicesResearch
has fulfilled its goalsof providing a
focus for Memphis State's health
services research and education as
well as serving as a liaison linking
the Memphis area health commu
nity with University resources.
Dr. Alice Atkins Mercer, director
for the center, coordinates activ
ities. The August 1984 symposium,
"Adapting tothe New Environment
Confronting Health Care," was
attended by health professionals
from several states inthe Mid-South
and was presented to provide an
opportunity for discussion ofrecent
health care events with presenta
tions by invited medical and health
administrative speakers.
"I believe the conference gave
more visibility to Memphis State
University asa communityresource
in health services, and established
the momentum at Memphis State
University for increased research
in health services," Mercer said.
Other symposia similar to the
1984 conference have occurred
during 1985, with research pre
sented by Memphis State faculty
members Cyril Chang (economics),
Will Shadish (psychology), Elmore
Alexander (management), and in
1986 with DavidAnspaugh (Fitness
and Wellness Center).
"The purpose of these symposia
is to bring health services research
ers from many disciplines in the
Memphis Statecommunity together

for collegiality and exchange of
ideas," Mercer explained. Faculty
and graduate students of various
disciplines, such as anthropology,
management, psychology, econom
ics, counseling,and politicalscience,
are participants in the symposia.
Housed within the department of
political science, the Center for
Health Services Research has also
collaborated withthe University of
Tennessee, Memphis on a four-year
Kellogg Foundation grant, funded
to study health promotion and
disease prevention on a medical
campus.
Mercer has been assessing the
attitudes of the UT, Memphis lead
ership of this health science center
toward health promotion's role on
a medical campus. The grant was
funded tostudy the effects ofchang
ing the environment of a medical
educational institutionon thehealth
habits and attitudes of future
health-related professionals.
"For a medical school to imple
ment these concepts is considered
unusual," shesaid. Medical schools
have been reluctant to change to a
health promotion orientation, she
pointed out, because historically
they have been so successful in
using the disease model of health
care to solve many of society's
health problems.
However, more external funding
is being made available for pre
vention, and society and patients
are now asking for prevention

continued on page 32
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orientation from their health pro
fessionals.
"There is medical evidence in
demonstrating the benefits of a
healthy lifestyle, especially in the
areas of smoking cessation, and
obesity prevention," Mercer said.
As Mercer and the principal in
vestigator under the grant, Dr.
Edward Dismuke, complete the in
terviews with UT-Memphis leader
ship, follow-upinterviews will occur
in several years. At that time, an
assessment can be made to see if
leadership attitudes have changed
and how thoseattitudes are related
to other changes occurring at the
health science center.
Other research, depending upon
available funding, is ongoing in
the Center for Health Services
Research. Research concerning
day-care relatedillnesses mayserve
to establish links between certain
structural elements of day-care
centers and incidence of lung and
stomach-intestinal infections. Phy
sician attitudes,consumer opinions,
and home health agencies are also
being studied, using graduate stu
dents from the public administra
tion program. Results have been
presented to national meetings of
the Academy of Management and
the American Public Health Asso
ciation.
As aliaison linking the Memphis
area community with Memphis
State University resources, the
Center for Health ServicesResearch
continued on page 31

Negatives to
Positives
continued from page 3
an artist who could draw children
who looked like children," Woolner
said.
Although many professionals
doubted the validity of the test,
time appears to have proven them
wrong.
The success of the test, which is
owned and distributed by Woolner,
is widespread: it has been used in
40 states and seven countries.
Woolner recently received a request
from Australia and has correspond
ed with personswho areconsidering
translating itinto Arabic.It is used
primarily as a research tool, al
though there are some school dis
tricts in the U.S. which use it rou
tinely.
Woolner would like to see the test
included in pre-school screening
programs, used by all school dis
tricts. She believes that use of the
test can help prevent continued
academic failure and difficulties in
adulthood.
Helping children avoid the often
unending cycle of failureafter fail
ure is important to educators, said
Woolner. And usingthe picture test
can help teachers turn negatives
into positives.
"All of us tend to move toward
experiences which make us feel
comfortable and away from those
that make us feel uncomfortable. If
we fail at something and fail often
enough, weare goingto stop trying.
Children are no different,"Woolner
said. "We have to let them know
where they can succeed, not just
where they fail. They should suc
ceed more than they fail."

Dancing Vision
continued from page 5
While there are many students
who possess great ability, yet lack
training, according to Radell, "you

just don't see many with the desire
he has, in addition to the talent."
He has experienced recent success
on the stage, having appeared in
several productions this past sum
mer. He performedin "Shut Up and
Dance," and"Chorus Line"at Play
house on theSquare and in "Dance
Explosion '86" at the Orpheum
Theatre.
In addition to his professional
aspirations, Waller has a dream
which is closer to home than the
New York stage. He hopes to one
day establish a neighborhood dance
program at the (Memphis) Gaston
Community Center for children
living in nearby housing projects.
Nearly every afternoon, he can
be found holding "class" for the
children from the Fowler Homes
Apartments, often working intothe
night. Thestudents aremostly high
school-aged girls, as the boys in the
neighborhood, especially the older
ones, spend more time teasing than
dancing. But that doesn't bother
Charles.
What does bother Charles is the
waste of talentand intellect he says
he sees among many young people
in his neighborhood,a major factor
motivating him to work with the
children. *T live in a pretty tough
part of town, and kids think it's a
big thing to be tough. I want to
show them that being tough isn't
everything."
He says he wonders why some
people, who are mentally and phys
ically competent, don't pursue their
goals. In working with the children,
he believes he can prove to them
that, with hard work and a sincere
desire, they can succeed.
"Talk is cheap. I want to show
them. If they see me, that I made it
even with thehandicap, then maybe
they'll think, 'if he can make it,
surely I can,"' said Waller.
His dream of teaching children
has its roots in a desire that they
develop self-confidence and deter
mination to realize their potential.
Waller's dancing has given him
the confidencehe sayshe lacked as
a child. He feelshe isrecognized by
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others as being somebody.
"Dancing is my life. Now, I have
an identity,"he said."I am Charles
Waller. I'm a dancer,and I'm pretty
good at it."
A dancer—that's what Charles
Waller is. And nothing holds him
back.

Hands Across
the World
continued from page 7
undertaking teaching duties—are
visiting MemphisState. As a direct
result of theswap, MSU introduced
a new course this fall —Chinese
language, under the direction of
Gong Zhengming.
Gong, Feng Dang and Zing
Quing-Qiang, who will assist in
Chinese artand history, are enrolled
as non-degree-seekinggraduate stu
dents insix hours of English during
each semester of their stay. The
other two members ofthe Huazhong
contingent—Deng Bingand LiLienare enrolledat themaster's level.Li
is studying physics, and Deng is
studying educational administra
tion.
The current program was con
ceived in 1981 during a meeting
between Dr. James MusKelley and
Yu Fuzeng at the embassy of the
People's Republicof China in Wash
ington, D.C. "I was in Washington
and stopped by the (Chinese) em
bassy, and met Mr. Yu Fuzeng,"
MusKelley, directorof international
studies, recalled. "During the con
versation, the idea of an exchange
came up."
An encouraging, friendly, on
going correspondence developed,
with MusKelley visiting the Chi
nese embassy several times follow
ing the initial 1981 meeting. Yang
Qinde, who had replaced Yu at the
Chinese embassy, continued to cor
respond with MusKelley and MSU,
visited MemphisState andreturned
to Huazhong with the information
that MSU was interestedin opening
an academic exchange.
Yu, who is currently the deputy

director of the InternationalBureau
of the National Commission on
Education in Beijing, remained in
contact with MSU and wason hand
at the Shanghai airport to greet
Carpenter, MusKelley and their
wives during a tour of Wuhan and
Huazhong.
During that March 1986visit, the
Memphis State representatives
toured Wuhan and Huazhong and
explored the educational facility,
which covers approximately 50
acres and has an enrollment of
12,000 students. The MSU admini
strators caught a glimpse of the
lifestyle and experienced the curi
osity the Chinese have about
Americans. They returned confi
dent that the time was right to esta
blish an academic exchange.
Huazhong isa comprehensive uni
versity with degree programs re
sembling those at MSU. "In many
respects, the institution is similar
to ours," Carpenter said, noting
that although Huazhong does not
offer a Ph.D program, "they teach
standard patterns of education" at
the university level.
"They have an enormous popula
tion which has demonstrated they
have the intellectual capacity to be
quite competitivein the world," the
president said. "It seems that the
opportunity is not only welcome,
but should be seized to begin to
build a bridge with their students
and our students, and their faculty
and our faculty.
"Ultimately, the better we know
people, the less inclined we are to
want to go to war."
MusKelley echoed thepresident's
belief that more academic commu
nication between the U.S. and
China will lead to a more stable
future. The numbers alone dictate
an urgent needfor communication.
"China isone of themost rapidly
developing countries in the world,"
he noted."They're acountry with a
billion people, and when you havea
country with that many people you
need as much personal contact, particulary at the academic level, as
you can get. The people are very

intelligent, they're good academic
people and when they come here to
participate, then our students are
going to profit.That will contribute
to both sides."
China's populace, the largest of
any country in the world, is also
fascinated with Americans. During
their stay, Carpenter's party drew
attention at every turn.
"When we got out in Wuhan, we
were a curiosity to most of the
people on the street," the president
said, smilingat thememory. "They
would follow us around, and if we
stopped to purchase orlook at some
thing, we'd be surrounded immedi
ately by a dozen or so people who
just wanted to watch and listen."
The style of living, at least in
Wuhan, may not be quite what
Westerners have grown to expect.
A cure for cold weather involves
more clothing, not turning up the
thermostat. "They do not have heat
in most places," Carpenter said
with a laugh, recalling their frigid
March visit. "For instance,the dor
mitories at the university didn't
have heatin them.In fact,the hotel
rooms werethe onlyplaces wefound
that had heat —not the lobby, not
the diningroom and not themeeting
rooms."
Though separated by 7,500 miles
and a governmental and cultural
chasm, a comfortable working rela
tionship between Memphis State
and Huazhong developed early.
That feeling is still growing.
"We liked Wuhan," MusKelley
said. "We liked the university and
the people. I think it was a good
choice."

Arch Johnston
continued from page 9
Johnston's isearthquake engineer
ing. He is vitally interested in
"seismic hazardresearch questions
related to how populations, build
ings, and building codes interact
with earthquakes." In his consult
ing work, Johnston has become
acutely aware of the lack of atten
tion given to earthquake hazards
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in existing building codes for mu
nicipal buildings, business com
plexes, and utility structures.
He is convinced that many of our
current facilities are not able to
withstand the destructive forceof a
major earthquake.
"I see aneed," hesaid, "for greater
earthquake engineeringin building
new buildings and fortifying older
structures." For this reason,
Johnston is particularly excited
about the possibility of TEIC host
ing the Central United States
Earthquake Engineering Center, a
sponsored research project funded
by the National Science Founda
tion. Thisis a project of vitalimpor
tance for TEIC for, as Johnston
explained, "probably our biggest
lack at present is that we have no
engineering capability."
In their work, the staff at TEIC
regularly receive questions about
how best to preparefor earthquakes
in the construction of new facilities,
technical questions that require "a
very well-trained engineer." So,
plans are in effect at TEIC to hire
an earthquake engineer to do re
search in this area and, in the
future, train students interested in
the field.
Johnston said he hopes that re
search in earthquake engineering
will ultimately effect design
changes in newer structures.
Johnston's greatest efforts in re
search, however, occur not at his
desk under hot lights, but as the
administrator of the Tennessee
Earthquake Information Center,
one of the Centers of Excellence on
the MemphisState campus. In1979,
after the completion of his doctoral
work and his placement here,
Johnston was chosen by thedepart
ment of geological sciences to head
TEIC, a research facility funded
and founded by the state in 1976.
Johnston has been instrumental
in enlarging the scope of geophy
sical research at thecenter through
his skills in teaching, consulting,
and managing. According to
Johnston, the faculty and staff at
TEIC must attempt to operate "the

best earthquake facility in the
world."
As the director of TEIC, it is
Johnston's responsibility to direct
his staff in creating not only new
information on earthquakes and
their occurrence here in the MidSouth, butalso to provide a"greater
sense of awareness of the threat of
earthquakes" to the state and na
tion as well. Naturally, this is a
heavy responsibility and one that
requires extensive planning and
research on the part of Johnston
and his staff at TEIC. It is also
what he considers his greatest re
search mission here at the Univer
sity.
Toward these ends, Johnston has
spent considerable time finding
sponsored research projects which
will allow the faculty and staff at
the Earthquake Center to improve
their ability to investigate the
causes of earthquakes, how to pre
dict them, and in what ways to
prepare for their occurrence.
"Sponsored research," said
Johnston, "is a fact of life for a
research scientist, and research in
seismology is especiallyexpensive.
Work at the center must be spon
sored. Itrequires considerablefund
ing for adequate facilities, faculty,
and equipment to do the kind of
research that is necessary here at
TEIC."
Among the many research grants
that Dr. Johnston has been instru
mental in procuring forTEIC isthe
Memphis Area Regional Seismic
Network (MARSN), funded by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion (NRC). MARSN, which began
operation in 1978, is designed to
monitor seismic activity inTennes
see, Arkansas, Alabama, and Miss
issippi, and, to ultimately pre
dict and prepare for major earth
quake events in the area.
A counterpart to MARSN is the
Southern Appalachian Regional
Seismic Network, which is also
sponsored by the NRC. Thissecond
project, which began one year after
the local area network, isimportant,
Johnston said, not only for its tre

mendous value as a research effort
in seismicstudies, but also for what
it has done for the Earthquake
Center.
"The Southern Appalachian Re
gional Seismic Network has
brought TEIC and Memphis State
state-wide attention," he said. "It
has also allowed the Earthquake
Center an opportunity to investi
gate a greater variety of research
data, dataoften much different than
that foundthrough thelocal seismic
network."
Johnston has also been involved
in a variety of other sponsored re
search projects whichprovide great
opportunities for the center and
bring nationaland state-wideatten
tion to TEIC and Memphis State.
In addition to research contracts
with the NRC, Johnston also has
directed research projects with the
Tennessee Valley Authority, the
U.S. GeologicalSurvey, the Nation
al ScienceFoundation, and the Fed
eral Emergency Management
Agency.
Thanks in part to efforts such as
these byJohnston, TEICwas named
a Center of Excellence by the state
of Tennessee in1984. With the sup
port of Center of Excellencefunding,
the Earthquake Center has been
able to increase significantly the
scope of its research goals. New
computer facilities, faculty mem
bers, and technical staff have been
added to the center since the desig
nation two years ago, and, as part
of the goalsset by Tennessee forthe
Earthquake Center through this
program, plans call for a doctoral
program in geophysics in the de
partment of geological sciences by
1990 and a seismic information
center of nationalscope at the center
in the next five years.
Initially, Johnston was surprised
that the Tennessee Earthquake In
formation Center was named one
of the original Centersof Excellence
at Memphis State. "I was a bit
surprised that the center got one of
the awards because of our small
size. At the time, we only had two
faculty members here atthe center,
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Dr. Jer-Ming Chiu and myself."
There is,however, Johnston add
ed, "a great need for a center for
seismic study in Tennessee for the
New Madrid Fault area, and the
state committee,I suppose,saw our
urgent need for additional monies
for faculty, equipment, and greater
research."
Yet, personally, the naming of
the TEIC as a Center of Excellence
has been a mixed blessing for
Johnston. "Largely, research con
ditions have improved here," he
said. "Wenow have more flexibility
in our research projects because of
the additional funding, but I don't
have as much time to devote to
research as I would like. Inow must
assume therole of anadministrator
because of the responsibilities en
tailed in managing the funding
and objectives of the Center of Ex
cellence program, which is a role
I'm not yet entirely comfortable
with."
Another role which Johnston
must frequently assume isthat of a
public figure. Because of his posi
tion as a national authority in
seismic researchand asthe director
of TEIC, Johnston is often called
on to share his knowledge with
organizations in both the public
arena and in private industry.
In addition to hisconsulting work
with research organizations such
as Geomatrix, Inc., a Californiabased consulting firm that special
izes in earthquakerisk assessment,
and Lawrence Livermore Labora
tories, Johnston also lends his ex
pertise to emergency organizations
such as the Tennessee Emergency
Management Agency, the Seismic
Advisory Panel, and the Seismic
Building Codes Provisions Com
mittee of Memphis and Shelby
County.
He isalso activein educating the
local community on the dangers of
earthquakes through his involve
ment with the Earthquake Educa
tion Program, which is funded by
the Federal Emergency Manage
ment Agency. A three-year pro
gram, the Earthquake Education

Project allows Johnston and his
staff to provide informationon the
threat of earthquakes to a variety
of local civic and business organi
zations.
As a part of this program, TEIC
offers earthquake awareness pro
grams, earthquake preparedness
workshops, a resource library of
some 450 entries, and film and
slide shows free of charge to the
public. TEIC has also established
an EarthquakeSafety Weekin con
junction with this program and
regularly participatesin areaevents
such as the Mid-South Fair.
Because of his active role as a
public servant, Johnston is some
times cast by the media asa doomsayer, an individual charged with
warning the populace ofimpending
disaster. This is a charge that
Johnston does not take lightly, for
he feels that oftentimes the threat
of earthquakes, though known, is
exaggerated and sensationalized.
"I goout of myway (ininterviews)
to avoid the 'Chicken Little syn
drome,' " he said. "So, I'm said to
be a dull interview."
Yet, despite the sensationalism
he sometimes sees in media cover
age of earthquake events,Johnston
said he believes the "baseline
awareness of earthquakesis rising.
"Although national awareness
of earthquake hazards is very epi
sodic - only really receiving any
kind of attention when there has
been a major disaster such as the
one that struck Mexico City last
year -awareness has been raised in
a positive sense, I think. People
used to think ofearthquakes mostly
as an 'act of God,' something for
which nothing could be done.
"Now, I think people realize that
we can prepare for and adequately
recover from serious earthquake
activity, though they aregenerally
reluctant to accept the long-term
planning needed to dothis. Inplan
ning for serious earthquake dam
age, we must think in terms of
decades, not years."
Because of the obstacles that
stand between thepublic andearth

quake safety, Johnston remains
committed to a lifeof public service
and seismic research here at Mem
phis State.
"Memphis State,"said Johnston,
"is the university of Memphis. It
needs to concentrate on the prob
lems peculiar to it.We can establish
a valuable research center here, I
believe, by paying close attention
to its problems."
Fortunately, Johnston'shard, de
termined work as a research scien
tist has not gone unnoticed.
The Distinguished Research
Award winner has earned a na
tional reputation for his seismic
research and has, asDr. EdSegner,
associate vicepresident forresearch,
noted, "cast a positive light or the
entire faculty. He has not only
brought credit to himself, but to the
entire University through his
research and scholarly activities."

Of Insects
continued from page 11
egg to the adult phase. "Instar" is a
stage of development of a larva,
with first instar being the earliest
stage and fourth instar the oldest.
"Determining instar leads to an
estimation of the age of the larva.
That age, plus the time it takes a
body to cool off. . . generally, 12
hours. . . determines approximate
time of death," said Smith.
Entomological evidencecan also
help establish the actual crime
scene. Smith collects adult, aswell
as larvae, specimens from the area
because the presence of the adult
may establish the presence of that
type of insect in the area in which
the body was found. This would
generally rule out the possibility
that the body was moved from one
location to another after the homi
cide occurred, while the lack of
adults in the area could indicate
that the body had been movedafter
the crime.
One particular case in which
Smith helped establish location in
volved the death of a man whose
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body was found alongside a country
road. Smith was called in to aid in
determining the time of death of
the man, who had apparently been
dead for quitesome time. However,
upon investigation, it became obvi
ous that larvae infestation did not
support the assumption.
Based upon the early stage of
larvae development, Smith con
cluded that the man must have
actually died elsewhere and his
body was left by the road several
days later. It had apparently been
kept away from flies, for they only
began laying eggs after the body
was dumped.
A short time after the body was
found, acitizen reported driedblood
in the trunk of arecently purchased
car. Smith found that there were
also fly larvae in the trunk and was
able to estimate how long the man
had been dead before hisbody was
removed from the car.
This informationenabled author
ities to trace the homicide back to
the man's wife, who killed him, put
his body in the trunk and drove
around with it for a few days before
dropping it beside theroad. Smith's
analysis provided evidence which
added a piece ofthe puzzlein solving
the case.
Smith also considers weather
when determining the age of the
larvae. Warmtemperatures acceler
ate larval growth, and a victim
may appear to have been dead
much longer than is actually the
case. When a body is found, Smith
researches weather conditions and
temperatures recorded in the twoweek period prior to discovery of
the bodyand uses that information
in calculating the time at which
death occurred.
Information provided by Smith,
in which he was especially con
cerned with weather conditions,
was instrumentalin gaining a new
trial for a New Mexico rancher
convicted of murdering a young
woman in a corral. The defense
lawyer in the casecontacted Smith,
asking him to listen to tapes of the
testimony given by anentomologist

during the trial. Smith suggested
that "theentomologist wasn't truly
an entomologistor he wouldn't have
said some of the things he said."
After a trip to the scene of the
crime andstudying recorded weath
er conditions, Smith learned that
temperatures had been extremely
high at thetime, which would have
led to accelerated larvae develop
ment. The weather/temperature
had not been taken into account
properly when the time of death
was initially established, and
Smith's findings showed that the
victim had actually died several
days earlier than was first believed.
The lawyer was successful in win
ning a new trial for her client.
Time is also a major factor, and
Smith and Sgt. Mattinglyat the scene. Oftenhe's faced with a race against
Smith often races against it. The
time, Smith says.
effectiveness of the larvae identifi
cation processis greatlydiminished
aminers on how to collect samples
outcome.
if the victim has been dead more
and has prepared a kit designed to
As the state forensic consultant,
than a week or two. "After that
aid them in recognizing, collecting
he is described as a "friend of the
length of time, theinfestation istoo
and preserving specimens.
court," according to Bell. "And if
great; wecan't tell which came first
The techniques used by Smith
there are ever insects involved, we
or when," he said.
have received nationalattention as
call him." Even though a great
The relatively recent entry of en
evidenced by his appearance as a
deal of his work is at the request of
tomology into the field of forensics
featured speaker at the National
county medical examiners and sup
is attributable, in part, to lack of
Association of Medical Examiners
ports the prosecutor's case, Smith
awareness on the part of those in
convention held last year in Mem
works both sides of cases.
law enforcement,acccording toDr.
phis. Smith presented a paper titled,
"It helps maintain credibility
James S. Bell, chief deputy to the
with judges. When they see you've
"How to Collect and Preserve In
Shelby County (Tenn.) Medical Ex
worked with the prosecution and
sects," and is a regular contributor
aminer. "It takes law enforcement
the defense, it shows that you are
to the Tennessee Forensic Headpeople being willingto accept help,
less likely to be biased one way or
liner, a monthly publication for
and nobody was aware of this. If
another," he said.
medical examiners in the state.
they don't know they can use this,
Concentrating on the investiga
Forensic entomologists may not
they don't," he said.
tive aspectsof work, hesees his role
be necessary in every case, but,
according to Bell, "When we use
as putting together the pieces of a
Smith initially became involved
puzzle. Called tothe crimescene by
them, they are vital."
in the field at the request of Bell.
local authorities several times each
"We had a case in which we were
year, Smith travels throughout
up against a brick wall," said Bell.
Tennessee and across the country
"There were insects involved, and
working on these "puzzles."
we knew he (Smith) was a nation
continued from page 13
ally recognized expert on insects,
When it's not possible for Smith
to travel to a crime scene, county
so we called him in. He greatly
ulating," said Knowles.
assisted us."
medical examiners collect and pre
Having worked for some time
Smith's expertise is generally
pare samplesto besent for analysis
creating aerial images of theearth,
in his laboratory in the biology
used to substantiate time of death,
his mostrecent work is withfigures
as established by other methods,
department at Memphis State. It is
in water. Studying photographs
not unusual to find two or three
and is accepted as concrete evi
taken of friends swimmingat night,
sample containers on the desk in
dence. He is never aware of other
Knowles was struck by themanner
his office, with several more in the
testimony in a case and, in some
in which thewater surfacefractured
lab.
cases, does not know the role his
the body into isolated, distorted
testimony played in the eventual
shapes.
Smith has instructed medical ex

These Three
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"This suggestedall sortsof inter
pretations," said Knowles. "And I
had been looking for meaningful
content for figure painting."
One of the paintings accepted for
the "Tenin Tennessee"exhibit was
"Anne Rising." Derived from a pho
tograph of a friend surfacing after
an afternoon swim, Knowles based
the painting upon the friend's story
of experiencing the sensation of
time standing still while she was
under the water and of her feelings
when she came up for air.
"As she emerged for air, she said
she felt a transformation of some
kind, mentalor spiritual, she wasn't
sure. That, of course, suggested a
whole setof uses of water assymbol
and metaphor," said Knowles.
His work with landscapes allows
him to consider the effect eons of
change have had on the earth and
to depict that change.
"As I get older, I become more
interested and more fascinated with
the universal things rather than
daily comings and goings. The
aerial landscapes allow me to ex
periment with interpreting the
earth," he said.
Knowles' intellectual approach
toward art reveals itself in his ef
forts to make his work meaningful.
He shuns "McPaintings," defined
as short-term art, saying that
"McArt" is what you see on TV:
Now you see it, now you don't.
"I don'tlike currentevents inart.
I think it detracts from the impor
tant long-range effects," Knowles
said. "My art combines all of my
feelings. It's very universal and
broad."
Knowles' paintingsand drawings
have been on display in the GRAE
Gallery and at Forrest College, both
in St. Louis, and he has scheduled
one-man showsin Scottsdale,Ariz.,
and at Loyola University in New
Orleans, La.
Bonnie Beaver describes herself
as a very organized, very private
person. She lives on an acreage in
rural North Memphis with her ani
mals, her gardens and her art.
She doesnot seeknor relish public
exposure, but ventures out as

Bonnie Beaver,the teacherat MSU,
leaving Bonnie Beaver, the artist,
at home.
"It's a part of me most people
don't see.My art is verypersonal to
me. I have verylittle of my work at
the school. There is so much of me
involved in my paintings that they
just don't belong on the wall of an
office," said Beaver.
Her art reflects the strong sense
of organization and her deep feel
ings for the natural environment.
She paints in a formal style, very
interested in composition and the
interplay of colors.
"I seek ideal order in my paint
ings. Itcan't reallyever beachieved,
but it'swhat I seek. I'mvery ration
al. Itry to achieve beautiful propor
tion, perfect form and organiza
tion," she said.
Beaver's work is greatly influ
enced by nature. Raised in the
country, she says she "grew up
with nature." Her sourceof inspira
tion can be somethingas simple as
a detour sign on a country road or
rays of light streaming through a
partially constructed house.
Her style has varied somewhat
in recent years, becoming slightly
less abstract.Beaver attributesthis,
in part, to increased confidence
and understanding of what she is
trying toachieve through her paint
ing.
Beaver does no painting in her
office on campus, as do other art
professors who have studios and
spend much of their freetime creat
ing. She does all of her work at
home and uses her office for ad
ministrative work, somethingwith
which she once became "overinvolved."
"I realized that I was at a cross
roads. I could continue with the
additional responsibilities as assis
tant chairman of the department
and reduce my creative time or I
could return to teaching and paint
ing. I chose to stay with my art,"
she said.
Beaver's work has beenexhibited
in numerousinternational, national
and regional shows, including
"Papelarte" at the Museu de Arte
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Contemporanea International in
Brazil, the "First National Open
Exhibition" of the Degas Pastel
Society, New Orleans, andthe Fine
Arts Festival of the1981 Memphis
in May International Festival.
As an art teacher, Beaver works
with students in the beginning art
classes. Manyof these young people
express surprise at the long and
difficult road to become an artist.
"Art is a lot of work; it's not
magic. A lot of kids don't realize
this coming in and we have a large
drop-off rate in the sophomore
year," said Beaver.
With so much time spent in the
city and around people, it might be
expected that Bonnie Beaver, the
artist, occasionally feels stifled,
cut off from her sourceof inspiration.
"I've lived in small apartments
in big cities before and I've always
found something - a plant or a
small animal,"said Beaver."Being
in the city or around people doesn't
make any difference; I can always
find somenature, no matter where I
am."

Health Links
continued from page 25
is proving valuable. In addition to
the recent collaboration with UTMemphis, liaisons exist with Bap
tist Memorial Medical Center, The
Methodist Hospitals of Memphis,
Veterans Administration Medical
Center, PruCare,and theUniversity
Physicians Foundation.
Mercer, through the center, has
also helpedother institutionsrecruit
new health services researchersinto
the Memphishealth community by
demonstrating the potential of
resources available at Memphis
State.
As director of the Center for Eco
nomics Education, Distinguished
Professor of Economics Dr. Harold
Tuckman is enthusiastic about the
linking functions of the Center for
Health Services Research.
"Health care is an interdisci
plinary matter, and no single
discipline can really provide allthe
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